[A new test procedure to examine the stability of external fixation clamps--demonstrated with the Stuhler-Heise external fixation system (author's transl)].
Experimental investigation of stabilty for examination of the efficiency of external fixation clamps required different testing procedures and measuring arrangementsz which is due to variant assessment parameters and natures of load. Here is a description of a measuring equipment which could be applied for all important cases of load. In relation to the entire experimental arrangement it also enables the testing of all external fixation assemblies. Deviations of the poroximal fragment caused by loading, are considered as assessment parameters of the stability. This measuring set was practically applied on simulated defect fractures, stabilized by the Stuhler-Heise external fixation system. During a combined bending strain the stability degree of various two-dimensional as well as three-dimensional external fixation clamps for application on tibias was determined.